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wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
Evening all, get comfy with a brew (although, it is National espresso martini day! ). Thanks for joining @OTalk_ and I. Let’s get straight to it! Q1) What do you believe to
be one of the biggest misconceptions regarding psychosis? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Q1 https://t.co/UujRvzxJca

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk hi!

#OTalk @OTalk_
@BillWongOT Hello! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
Lurking juggling dinner and bedtime #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@clarsyarveyunt Thank you @clarsyarveyunt ! Fabulous questions for tonight’s #OTalk !!!

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTalk_ @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Good evening #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Helen_OTUK @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello!! #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Hi everyone it’s Tuesday night, 8pm and that means one thing… it’s time for #OTalk!!!!! Say hi if you are here, and remember to include #OTalk
tweet!!!! @smileyfacehalo here in the #OTalk account hosting for the fabulous @clarsyarveyunt !! https://t.co/ZkJN1jtXZY

#OTalk @OTalk_
@katysimpsonOT @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello !! #OTalk

Lois OT @lcOT26
@OTalk_ #OTalk I think a lot of people view individuals with psychosis as dangerous, someone to be afraid of, they’re crazy, can’t lead a fulfilling life

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello! #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Q1 https://t.co/UujRvzxJca

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
RT @smileyfacehalo: Don’t miss this !!!! Our fab @uclanot 3rd year student @clarsyarveyunt on “Attitudes toward psychosis” (and my first night behind the scenes at
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#otalk ) well excited !!!!!

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ That recovery is limited and hospital admission inevitable #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@chaniedavies Hello, lurkers welcome !! #  #OTalk $ $

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ That all people who have episodes of psychosis are a danger to others #OTalk

Ruta Uselyte @ruta_uselyte
@OTalk_ @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello #OTalk

Sophie @OTTomli
Hello all #OTalk

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@OTalk_ @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ That all people who have episodes of psychosis are a danger to others #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@lcOT26 Why is that? #OTalk Where do these beliefs/ attitudes/ values/ viewpoints come from ? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@CeeCeeOT @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello!!! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
Psychosis equals "psycho", lack of any reason or lucidity, risk to others and untreatable/unmanageable #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: This evening 8pm (UK). #OTalk 15th March 2022 Attitudes towards psychosis hosted by Clara Harvey-Hunt @clarsyarveyunt Find out what Clara has to
say here https://t.co/an4nQOGaoA… includes the questions which will guide that chat to help you prepare #CPD https://t.co/Gb9AVPy20l

Sophie @OTTomli
That all those with psychotic experiences have schizophrenia #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTTomli: That all those with psychotic experiences have schizophrenia #OTalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@linsfd @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ I agree, there is a perception that individuals are a risk to others #OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@linsfd @OTalk_ Good point. Do you think there are universal signs of what classes as ‘recovery’? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ and sometimes how psychosis being portrayed on TV programs also doesn't help. #otalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
Great topic #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@linsfd @clarsyarveyunt Interesting… why?… #OTalk
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Sofie Fowler @sofiepfowler
@OTalk_ @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Evening all #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@ruta_uselyte @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@CeeCeeOT @clarsyarveyunt Why is this ? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OTTomli hello!! #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @lcOT26 Some from media portrayals, especially films and the press. Historically from some religious texts #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@linsfd @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello !!! #OTalk wow it’s a busy one tonight!!!!

karen geraghty %   @kagz76
#OTalk hello

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @OTalk_ Have you ever seen an accurate and compassion late portrayal? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@chaniedavies Where does this come from? #OTalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@OTalk_ @CeeCeeOT @clarsyarveyunt I think this perception is a result of limited understanding of the illness #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@lcOT26 @OTalk_ Would that be related to 'general public' (media / stories) view point as opposed to within the professions? #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ Snap! Exactly, many films and news headlines perpetuate stereotypes #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ 1) I find that there’s a huge misconception that people with psychosis can’t recover and can not live successfully in their own homes because their condition is
deemed as inconsistent and therefore difficult to risk assess. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OTTomli Why? Where is this from? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@LisaForrestOT @linsfd @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk perception ….

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@OTalk_ @clarsyarveyunt Having worked in early intervention in psychosis previously I saw individuals maintaining work, study etc and go onto continue vocational and
social goals they had #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
RT @smileyfacehalo: Don’t miss this !!!! Our fab @uclanot 3rd year student @clarsyarveyunt on “Attitudes toward psychosis” (and my first night behind the scenes at
#otalk ) well excited !!!!!

#OTalk @OTalk_
@sofiepfowler @smileyfacehalo @clarsyarveyunt Hello!!!!! #OTalk
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Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@clarsyarveyunt @linsfd @OTalk_ #otalk others perceptions or patient perception &  sometimes differ?

Lorraine Mischuk' ( #OTs4Ukraine Chairperson @lmischukOT
RT @Helen_OTUK: Coffee and quick refresh of this week blog and questions ready for #OTalk 8 mins to go!

#OTalk @OTalk_
@CeeCeeOT @lcOT26 #OTalk so different sources of origin ……

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@LisaForrestOT @linsfd @OTalk_ Perhaps sometimes that opinion appears to be prioritised in regards to the use of the MHA or assumed from the client expressing
destress and fesr, themselves. Thoughts? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ One show comes to mind- Criminal Minds. #otalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
We must see the person and not the illness #OTalk

UoL_OT @UoL_OT
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ I think the suggestion that people can’t recover and get on with their lives, work, study, relationships is so damaging #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LisaForrestOT: We must see the person and not the illness #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@kagz76 Hello!!!! WOW things are speeding up !!!! #OTalk #hottopic #psychosis #OT https://t.co/MBhXXTENDG

Lois OT @lcOT26
@OTalk_ #OTalk I wonder whether it’s a historical perspective? Similar to people with learning disabilities, people who were viewed as ‘different’ by society were hidden
away and marginalised

#OTalk @OTalk_
@CeeCeeOT @BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk films also… which ones?

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@clarsyarveyunt @linsfd @OTalk_ I absolutely agree with this! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
This is the most viewed TEDx talk on psychosis. https://t.co/ABoLThBg5B #otalk

UoL_OT @UoL_OT
Worth a look if you haven’t already joined the chats here @ULOT_Soc

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@LisaForrestOT @OTalk_ @CeeCeeOT Interesting. Would you think of psychosis as an illness in itself or a symptom/experience? #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt @BillWongOT @OTalk_ I don’t watch much TV these days, but I believe EastEnders showed a sensitive portrayal a while ago https://t.co/YRUk22aiid…
#OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
Q2) When working with people experiencing psychosis, have you noticed a difference in barriers to occupation resulting from negative Vs positive symptoms? 

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@CeeCeeOT @OTalk_ @lcOT26 Just searched gifs....not a useful portrayal but shows stigm #otalk. Example for illustration..... https://t.co/PGvssh64tH

#OTalk @OTalk_
@linsfd @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk important point

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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https://t.co/F3yJqAqIte and this is a personal account about psychosis on TEDx. #otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
RT @linsfd: @OTalk_ @clarsyarveyunt Having worked in early intervention in psychosis previously I saw individuals maintaining work, study etc and go onto continue
vocational and social goals they had #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk any other films, TV shows?

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ That nothing can be done to support the person, that psychosis is a fixed and long term diagnosis (limited understanding of short term
psychosis, or the many factors which can contribute to it). TV and media definitely perpetuate this. #OTalk

Dawn Drury @DDawnOT
RT @LisaForrestOT: We must see the person and not the illness #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
“We must see the person” #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ That nothing can be done to support the person, that psychosis is a fixed and long term diagnosis (limited understanding
of short term psychosis, or the many factors which can contribute to it). TV and media definitely perpetuate this. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@UoL_OT @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk very good point

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@BillWongOT Thanks for this link! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Katie_Moffat @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ and if you consider a family perspective, stigma of knowing that a family member has psychosis, or the burden of living with
someone with psychosis. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Q2 #OTalk https://t.co/DXHHcFmbiU

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ @CeeCeeOT That is a good point, I do prefer to focus on the persons experience but there is still a need to understand the aetiology which
still aligns with a medical model #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@chaniedavies @CeeCeeOT @lcOT26 Good point #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT haha- I am on term break starting this week. So, I can contribute for a few weeks before back to the classroom again. #otalk

karen geraghty %  (  @kagz76
#OTalk I think there is still an antedeluvian level of stigma in respect of MH

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kagz76: #OTalk I think there is still an antedeluvian level of stigma in respect of MH

Brad Simms @BradSimmsOT
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ From our service users’ perspective, they report that it seems you can only be “well” when you are entirely absent of symptoms. Part of
exploring function in daily life should include challenging this, and supporting individual experiences of health #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@kagz76 and then you also have to factor how different cultures view mental illness. #otalk

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@clarsyarveyunt I think there may often be barriers particularly with other added difficulties /diagnosis etc eg trauma, attachment, depression, social anxiety etc 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @BradSimmsOT: @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ From our service users’ perspective, they report that it seems you can only be “well” when you are entirely absent of
symptoms. Part of exploring function in daily life should include challenging this, and supporting individual experiences of health #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @linsfd: @clarsyarveyunt I think there may often be barriers particularly with other added difficulties /diagnosis etc eg trauma, attachment, depression, social anxiety
etc #otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@CeeCeeOT @BillWongOT @OTalk_ Yes! I remember this. I thought it was also good to address the potential racism, cultural family barriers and his return to a highly
responsible job role #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ Criminal minds is one of my favourite comfort shows (Started pre-Occupational Therapy). But having watched it
again recently after learning more about psychosis it's made me question a lot! #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@kagz76 I agree, especially against things like psychosis and self-neglect #OTalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
Stigma is still an issue in my view #otalk

Claire Nesham @NeshamClaire
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ #otalk I don't watch soaps but would be interested to know how storyline of psychosis to not stereotype mentioned here were received
https://t.co/jWJT728z54

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt 2) I think trauma and the environment tends to be the first barrier. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @katysimpsonOT: @clarsyarveyunt 2) I think trauma and the environment tends to be the first barrier. #OTalk

Sophie @OTTomli
@clarsyarveyunt #OTalk I think that the negative symptoms are really disabling for many and are present for longer, often they are misunderstood by family etc as
behavioural as they aren’t recognised as symptoms

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt and speaking of environment... home is a crucial one! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt So use Trauma Informed practice/ approach #OTalk ?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTTomli: @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk I think that the negative symptoms are really disabling for many and are present for longer, often they are misunderstood by
family etc as behavioural as they aren’t recognised as symptoms

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt And are often misunderstood by the person’s support network #OTalk

Brad Simms @BradSimmsOT
A great question. Ultimately it depends on the person. For example, a difficulty maintaining motivation and energy for daily social engagements required for ADLs has
different manifestations in +ive/-ive symptoms but the core of the barrier remains.

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@Katie_Moffat @BillWongOT @CeeCeeOT @OTalk_ Interesting to consider how much influence these portrayals hold, if they have affected us all, too! #OTalk

karen geraghty %  (  @kagz76
#OTalk I think the things people cannot see become the most misunderstood

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt I can imagine that if I have some sort of mental illness (e.g. psychosis, schizophrenia), my extended family would put a "crazy" label on me.
#otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
We’re at the humpday equivalent already! Q3) Did your university training prepare you for working with people experiencing psychosis? #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
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@clarsyarveyunt Research has shown that Black service users are often prescribed medication first rather than talking therapies, and often don’t get treated equitably in
mental health services, especially re psychosis/first episode psychosis #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ @clarsyarveyunt As standard for me - should be part of every day practice. #OTalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@clarsyarveyunt I have also noticed the negative impacts of medication on participation, engagement and quality of life of those I have worked with #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@clarsyarveyunt I haven't worked with anyone experiencing psychosis that I'm aware of, but from discussion on placement today I believe negative symptoms may
present as much of a barrier to occupation but carry the risk of not being taken as seriously. #OTalk

Brad Simms @BradSimmsOT
#OTalk - the difference might be more prominent in how the individual is able to work towards overcoming the barrier, and the best way for any practitioner to apply
themselves to therapeutic interventions - therapeutic understanding of self awareness is crucial from both parties

#OTalk @OTalk_
Q3 #OTalk https://t.co/FCTRZu7HqT

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt Inappropriate or delayed interventions for psychosis in Black service users are therefore a definite barrier to occupation as a result #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt A3. In the US, a common experience for students to learn more about mental illness (particularly psychosis) is to have a "hearing voices" experience,
where students will simulate feelings of hearing voices while performing common everyday tasks. #otalk

Sophie @OTTomli
@clarsyarveyunt #Otalk I was lucky to get good mental health placement experience, I felt that mental health was under represented in the curriculum when I studied
(back in 2003)

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ I have been reading up a lot about trauma informed practice recently. It’s such an obvious necessity but so easily overlooked! Trauma is an
environment! #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @clarsyarveyunt: @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ I have been reading up a lot about trauma informed practice recently. It’s such an obvious necessity but so easily
overlooked! Trauma is an environment! #OTalk

karen geraghty %  (  @kagz76
#OTalk we had a gentleman talk about hearing voices it was v.powerful and he spoke so openly and eloquently

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@LisaForrestOT @clarsyarveyunt Definately agree, can be extremely limiting and cause increased anxiety and self consciousness #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt A3. That said... with the way US OT/OTA student placements are structured, students may not have an 8-12 week experience on working with such
patients exclusively in a placement situation. #otalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt I also think the "mad" versus "bad" debate comes up a lot not always by most informed. I think mental health is very hard to understand both
in a healthcare profession but also for the public.#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk trauma informed practice

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt I also think the "mad" versus "bad" debate comes up a lot not always by most informed. I think mental health is very
hard to understand both in a healthcare profession but also for the public.#otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@CeeCeeOT Yes. Do you think black SU would also find it more difficult to challenge their treatment options? Is there research on this? #OTalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@clarsyarveyunt @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ Couldn’t agree more, we need to explore this more as OT’s #OTalk
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Sophie @OTTomli
@BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk psychosis is still very stigmatised and many people don’t know much about it

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@chaniedavies @OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt and then there is also another thing- in some countries, people are unaware that OT can be a player in mental health. 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LisaForrestOT: @clarsyarveyunt @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ Couldn’t agree more, we need to explore this more as OT’s #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@clarsyarveyunt Yes. We've had classes very recently on various mental health conditions, heard from external speakers and worked through case studies with
assessments and intervention planning. I feel a lot more prepared for my current placement in mental health from these sessions! #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt Good question - I don’t know yet about specific research on that, but I do think yes Black SU would have difficulty in challenging treatment due to the
stereotype of aggression when this occurs. OTs need to be advocates #OTalk

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@clarsyarveyunt I remember one lecture but then gained alot of mental health experience on placement this was 2000-2004 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LisaForrestOT @clarsyarveyunt @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ In the US, I think this is a top priority if OT were to get back in the game of mental health. Only 2-3% of
the OT workforce work in mental health exclusively. #otalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@OTTomli @BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt And so frightening for those who experience it...e.g post partum or first episode #otalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt Q2 - motivation is a funny one.Who really wants , make beans on toast, go to group? I plan interventions but the goal is something that person really
wants to do. This week I have planned a llama walk - let’s start with the good stuff. The other stuff follows #Otalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @clarsyarveyunt: We’re at the humpday equivalent already! Q3) Did your university training prepare you for working with people experiencing psychosis? 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@chaniedavies @OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt and can be even worse for those who have poor abilities to read social cues! #otalk

Brad Simms @BradSimmsOT
@clarsyarveyunt UoL (2020) for context - we had a great schooling in the importance of person-centred and trauma-informed care, standing us in good stead for key
principles of delivering assessment and intervention in the most appropriate way and at the most appropriate time #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt My mental health placements helped me hugely re learning about psychosis - one in a CMHT, the other in acute inpatient wards. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BradSimmsOT: @clarsyarveyunt UoL (2020) for context - we had a great schooling in the importance of person-centred and trauma-informed care, standing us in
good stead for key principles of delivering assessment and intervention in the most appropriate way and at the most appropriate time #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt Oooh!!!Fabulous !!!! #OTalk https://t.co/IlFRUGW5XZ

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @katysimpsonOT: @clarsyarveyunt Q2 - motivation is a funny one.Who really wants , make beans on toast, go to group? I plan interventions but the goal is
something that person really wants to do. This week I have planned a llama walk - let’s start with the good stuff. The other stuff follows #Otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@katysimpsonOT Yes, this seems to be more difficult in acute settings. Ps I attempted to make beans on toast with an OT once and Everyone involved can confidently
say that I did not want$  #OTalk

Lorian Mead #  )  (  @lm_ldot
@clarsyarveyunt Oops forgot #otalk

Sophie @OTTomli
@chaniedavies @clarsyarveyunt #Otalk the mad/bad debate is very much fuelled by the media esp tabloid papers and by the lack of compassionate, realistic portrayals
/representation of people with psychosis
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Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt So much so that I hadn’t considered working in MH at all when I applied to uni, but ended up working in it when I qualified #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTTomli: @chaniedavies @clarsyarveyunt #Otalk the mad/bad debate is very much fuelled by the media esp tabloid papers and by the lack of compassionate,
realistic portrayals /representation of people with psychosis

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
Q2 i often found the barriers in a secure environment were the environment contraints, occupational deprivation, restrictions/punishment for "safety" and the supposed
"relational security" of punitive staff (hoping it has changed) #OTalk very little was the persons symptoms

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@BillWongOT @chaniedavies @OTTomli Perhaps sometimes comorbidities get treated with lower priority in crisis, which could be detrimental? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTTomli @chaniedavies @clarsyarveyunt although TEDx is technically also considered as media. It begs the question that I have been raising for 4+ years- maybe OT
can be a change facilitator on this front? #otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
This might need a bit of abstract thinking if you haven’t had much experience but still make some suggestions& reasoning! Q4) Do you have a preference of delivering
either group or individual interventions to individuals experiencing psychosis? #OTalk

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt I thinks there's mixed opinion of that type of training - a bit like going in a wheelchair for a few hours or wearing fuzzy glasses. It can
make people think, but actually listening to the voices and expertise of people with lived experience is so so important #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Q4. #OTalk https://t.co/wg9v5ZRoOe

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt @chaniedavies @OTTomli or in my case, I have poor abilities to read social cues. That makes it challenging for me to react accordingly to someone
who are on such episodes. #otalk

Kelsie Morton @Kelsie_Morton82
@clarsyarveyunt Q3 #OTalk sort of, I had a brilliant forensic secure mental health hospital placement that I loved, but not so much about people in the community, theory
at uni not really basic info stuff

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@clarsyarveyunt For me it is based on the individual and what they need/want at that time #OTalk collaboration is paramount!

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@clarsyarveyunt Ooo good one #otalk... so much push for group interventions but sometimes the most meaningful magic happens from a 1 to 1 conversation.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_KateT @clarsyarveyunt Thing is- how can academics fit such experiences in their jam-packed curriculums? #otalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt Hmm, that’s a tough one! At a push, I might have to say 1:1 as I found that easier to personalise to the individual when I last worked in MH 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Kelsie_Morton82: @clarsyarveyunt Q3 #OTalk sort of, I had a brilliant forensic secure mental health hospital placement that I loved, but not so much about people
in the community, theory at uni not really basic info stuff

karen geraghty %  (  @kagz76
#OTalk q.4 it depends on the person. Sometimes getting away from the ward environment can help.

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt Individual all the way for me but most my work is one to one or with the person and their staff. Everything I do with a person has to be meaningful and
functional to that person. #OTalk

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@clarsyarveyunt I think treatment aims should be individual however I have seen the importance and benefit of peer support/ shared experience in group settings 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt A4. Well- this has to do with the rules of the setting. If I were to choose, I think 1 to 1 is better. #otalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
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@clarsyarveyunt @BillWongOT @OTTomli #otalk definite physical health inequalities

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@kagz76 A4. Supervised community outings can be a good compromise. #otalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@BillWongOT @OT_KateT @clarsyarveyunt I work collaboratively with many amazing OT’s in various areas of practice to deliver a contemporary programme
#partnershipworking #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @linsfd: @clarsyarveyunt I think treatment aims should be individual however I have seen the importance and benefit of peer support/ shared experience in group
settings #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@clarsyarveyunt I think this is where we really need to listen and understand their current motivations. If a person is not ready for a group setting, has any concerns or
reasons why group is not right for them, it is so important that we accept that and explore alternatives. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @clarsyarveyunt I think this is where we really need to listen and understand their current motivations. If a person is not ready for a group setting, has
any concerns or reasons why group is not right for them, it is so important that we accept that and explore alternatives. #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
Completely agree - learning from people with lived experience stood out to me among all the lectures I ever attended. No wonder it’s an HCPC requirement of
preregistration programmes, but there’s always room for improvement #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt To me group should be about a hobby - so my input would be supporting that one person in a group of their choosing , youth group, slimming world,
model railways, regional photography club. #OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@Katie_Moffat That’s brilliant to hear. Some preparatory exposure prior to placement could be useful for students who are particularly nervous in this area, which is sadly
not entirely irregular #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @clarsyarveyunt I think this is where we really need to listen and understand their current motivations. If a person is not ready for a group setting, has
any concerns or reasons why group is not right for them, it is so important that we accept that and explore alternatives. #OTalk

Sophie @OTTomli
@OTalk_ #OTalk Both obviously have benefits, but some real peer support magic happens when you bring young people with first episode psychosis together- and
seeing someone who is like you who has recovered from an episode is so powerful

Sofie Fowler @sofiepfowler
@clarsyarveyunt I enjoy group work for the sense of belonging that can arise from it. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT and I think it is on uni instructors on how to structure the curriculum. In the US, I think it's tough because majority of these programs are condensed. 

#OTalk @OTalk_
Significant Value of learning from people with lived experience #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@Katie_Moffat @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk reminds me of model of creative ability and recovery through activity... i think occupational formulations could have a real
"punch" in mental health inpatient settings and increase profile of OTs using the incredible work we do with the patient not to the patient

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@annduckworth @OT_KateT @clarsyarveyunt I put my comment from a US context, as most programs are about 2 years in didactic content and 6 months of
placements. #otalk

Kelsie Morton @Kelsie_Morton82
@OTalk_ @katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk recently went on a trauma informed awareness training session,lived experience from all sorts of people Police, ex
offenders, teachers etc biggest barrier was understanding 'behaviours' as symptoms of condition/trauma. definitely need more of that in university lectures!

Lorian Mead #  )  (  @lm_ldot
@clarsyarveyunt And again sorry #OTalk (looong day!)

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @Katie_Moffat @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk reminds me of model of creative ability and recovery through activity... i think occupational formulations
could have a real "punch" in mental health inpatient settings and increase profile of OTs using the incredible work we do with the patient not to the patient

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
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The focus of the module I lead with the year 1 MSc OT students is focused on Psychosis next week #otalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@BillWongOT Absolutely, lived experience (mental and physical health) should ideally be at the heart of any curriculum, from recruitment, to student interviews to course
design and content #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTalk_: Significant Value of learning from people with lived experience #OTalk

Sophie @OTTomli
#OTalk the early intervention team I worked in ran walking groups, surf groups, peer support groups, cooking and art. It was brilliant as some of the attendees led quite
isolated lives and was also a chance to identify social interaction needs

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt Expand the training to 10 years, cover all possible sources of occupational disruption, embed all students in deep experiential learning
settings and make the whole process so difficult and expensive that only the truly exceptional and privileged suceed??? * #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @BillWongOT: @CeeCeeOT and I think it is on uni instructors on how to structure the curriculum. In the US, I think it's tough because majority of these programs are
condensed. #otalk

Sofie Fowler @sofiepfowler
@OTalk_ Do also very much agree with comments about the personalisation and meaningfulness of 1:1! #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@OT_KateT @BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt When I've had these types of experiences at uni it's always made me want to hear from the people who really experience it.
We had a dementia simulation and the 1st thing I done was speak to a family member with dementia. It opened up a whole new communication between us. 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ and not a bad idea to also invite them as collaborators for RCOT conference workshops/posters. #otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@BillWongOT @chaniedavies @OTTomli Ironic when the mental health discipline can be traced back to the origin! #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt Q3. No- but it could be that I don’t remember that far back! $ $  we have an amazing psychologist employed to train and support staff so that’s my first
post of call, but otherwise self directed study and learning with the people I support. #otalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
Recovery is a key topic in all areas of mental health and well being - today I was exploring Eating Disorders and Recovery with MScOT #otalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
I’ll let you catch up on Eastenders soon, now. Final question! Q5) Do you think it is ever necessary or appropriate for a professional to share personal experiences of
psychosis with a client? #OTalk

Lorian Mead #  )  (  @lm_ldot
@OTalk_ @clarsyarveyunt Thank you #OTalk (remembered!!!)

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@OTTomli @OTalk_ Definately agree! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_KateT @clarsyarveyunt In the US, I think that will kill people's motivation to get into OT. Not many would sign up for $500K USD or more in student loan debt.
#otalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
@clarsyarveyunt I think therapeutic boundaries are key if I am honest #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Q5. #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Q5. #OTalk

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
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@BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt I think it would kill the whole OT profession if that was the route in! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt @chaniedavies @OTTomli I talked to a TEDx organizer from Taiwan recently. She was like, "Really? OT can do mental health?" #otalk

Sophie @OTTomli
#OTalk and for some of our young people their lives had been so disrupted by becoming unwell that they missed out on doing activities that are normal for their peer
group so something as simple as going for a walk with others or similar made them feel connected with the world

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@lm_ldot Good point. A variety of opportunities could offer pathways to more person centred and meaningful groups at times when they are appropriate #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_KateT @clarsyarveyunt and $500K USD is more than sufficient to own a few homes in certain states. #otalk https://t.co/KzfZDwBJ30

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@annduckworth @OT_KateT @clarsyarveyunt it's all good! I am used to it even though I am on hiatus for a while! #otalk

karen geraghty %  (  @kagz76
#OTalk q.5 I did react training and it mentions doing a Tom Jones; "it's not unusual" as a phrase can help. I think it's appropriate to share your own experience with the
people we work with we are all vulnerable to illness be it physical or MH

Claire Nesham @NeshamClaire
@clarsyarveyunt #otalk I personally didn't feel comfortable until I had lived on the job and life experience under my belt as was quite young when at uni.

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt More seriously, I re-watched this because I was giving a talk about EIP and I'd forgotten how good it is. Worked with Paul from it and he
is fabulous. Real voices, real experiences #OTalk https://t.co/U1zu0TAIii

#OTalk @OTalk_
#otalk Ten more minutes left!!!!! Tweet those final answers!!!! https://t.co/vr664Q4Xm6

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
@clarsyarveyunt I feel there is a role for peer support however in role as OT/ generic worker may find self involved in detention/ safe guarding situations which can affect
boundaries #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @linsfd: @clarsyarveyunt I feel there is a role for peer support however in role as OT/ generic worker may find self involved in detention/ safe guarding situations
which can affect boundaries #OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
RT @Kelsie_Morton82: @OTalk_ @katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk recently went on a trauma informed awareness training session,lived experience from all
sorts of people Police, ex offenders, teachers etc biggest barrier was understanding 'behaviours' as symptoms of condition/trauma. definitely need more of that in
university lectures!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTTomli: #OTalk and for some of our young people their lives had been so disrupted by becoming unwell that they missed out on doing activities that are normal for
their peer group so something as simple as going for a walk with others or similar made them feel connected with the world

Sofie Fowler @sofiepfowler
@clarsyarveyunt In a "lived experience" context, I feel it could be appropriate. #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OT_KateT: @BillWongOT @clarsyarveyunt More seriously, I re-watched this because I was giving a talk about EIP and I'd forgotten how good it is. Worked with
Paul from it and he is fabulous. Real voices, real experiences #OTalk https://t.co/U1zu0TAIii

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt A5. As long as the experiences are shared in appropriate ways, I think that can benefit the profession as a whole. #otalk

Sophie @OTTomli
@clarsyarveyunt #Otalk personal disclosure can be appropriate but it depends on the situation. I do think that normalising certain symptoms can be helpful eg discussing
the fact many non-psychotic people hear voices or have unusual thoughts and some sharing of personal examples is ok.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@clarsyarveyunt Although I will also add... I think OT students and practitioners are competent to produce educational content related to psychosis if the speakers were
OT clinicians. The big question is- who are willing to step up and produce such to increase public awareness? #otalk
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katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt You know I’m not sure about this any different to self harm scars? Obviously professional boundaries are important but what does that really mean?As
health care professionals we are all humans.I would want a human who has experienced life rather than a robot supporting me. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @katysimpsonOT: @clarsyarveyunt You know I’m not sure about this any different to self harm scars? Obviously professional boundaries are important but what does
that really mean?As health care professionals we are all humans.I would want a human who has experienced life rather than a robot supporting me. #otalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @katysimpsonOT: @clarsyarveyunt You know I’m not sure about this any different to self harm scars? Obviously professional boundaries are important but what does
that really mean?As health care professionals we are all humans.I would want a human who has experienced life rather than a robot supporting me. #otalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt I was reducing my words on that one! Hopefully my comment still makes general sense! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTTomli: @clarsyarveyunt #Otalk personal disclosure can be appropriate but it depends on the situation. I do think that normalising certain symptoms can be
helpful eg discussing the fact many non-psychotic people hear voices or have unusual thoughts and some sharing of personal examples is ok.

Sophie @OTTomli
@clarsyarveyunt #OTalk this has to be respectful to the clients needs though and they shouldn’t feel either burdened or compared to someone else. They also need to be
able to understand the boundaries of that relationship and not feel pressured to share anything themselves they don’t want to

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt There's a lot of stigma and isolation around psychosis so having groups which allow peers to meet informally and share experiences
is really helpful too #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTTomli @clarsyarveyunt If it is a conference workshop, being transparent to the service user who are involved is crucial if they are asked to present. #otalk

Sofie Fowler @sofiepfowler
@clarsyarveyunt I also believe it's important for us to show that we're human too; not perfect, not the enemy. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_KateT: @katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt There's a lot of stigma and isolation around psychosis so having groups which allow peers to meet informally and
share experiences is really helpful too #OTalk

Kelsie Morton @Kelsie_Morton82
@clarsyarveyunt #OTalk Q4 'delivering interventions' is a bit sticky for me (like pizza). If its something a person actively chooses then a group is great, if its because they
have to go for some organisational expectation than I would prefer to support a person 1 to 1

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@clarsyarveyunt I have mixed opinions on this, and in terms of sharing experiences when working with the client I would stay on the side of maintaining boundaries. But I
know that in the past I have found comfort in professionals sharing their experience when I'm on the other side #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @Kelsie_Morton82: @clarsyarveyunt #OTalk Q4 'delivering interventions' is a bit sticky for me (like pizza). If its something a person actively chooses then a group is
great, if its because they have to go for some organisational expectation than I would prefer to support a person 1 to 1

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Here is an oldie- there was a psychosis podcast. https://t.co/ATeLBVFute #otalk

Tassle XYZ @TassleXyz_agg
RT @BillWongOT: Here is an oldie- there was a psychosis podcast. https://t.co/ATeLBVFute #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
and I just googled some more psychosis podcasts. #otalk https://t.co/yiRs4F2CoB

Sophie @OTTomli
@kagz76 I like that approach, normalising and accepting, but giving space for the person to feel the way they feel about their experiences #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTTomli: @kagz76 I like that approach, normalising and accepting, but giving space for the person to feel the way they feel about their experiences #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTTomli: @kagz76 I like that approach, normalising and accepting, but giving space for the person to feel the way they feel about their experiences #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@OTTomli @kagz76 I think a conference workshop can achieve such objectives... just that the OT folks who are organizing need to create such an environment. 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @clarsyarveyunt I have mixed opinions on this, and in terms of sharing experiences when working with the client I would stay on the side of
maintaining boundaries. But I know that in the past I have found comfort in professionals sharing their experience when I'm on the other side #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sofiepfowler: @clarsyarveyunt I also believe it's important for us to show that we're human too; not perfect, not the enemy. #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@BillWongOT oh thank you for sharing! I have some long commutes over the next few weeks so will add this! :) #OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@Katie_Moffat Yes, I think it is reliant on rapport and individual best interests but in an inpatient setting, this risks gossip or a change in dynamics of the therapeutic
relationship #OTalk

Sophie @OTTomli
@sofiepfowler @clarsyarveyunt Absolutely agree! #OTalk

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
@clarsyarveyunt @OTalk_ That all people with psychosis are dangerous and can't get better #OTalk

Lisa Forrest OT #  @LisaForrestOT
Really enjoyed tonight, the hour has flown in #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@LisaForrestOT Glad you enjoyed it !! #OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
Thanks for participating, all. I look forward to reviewing and reflecting on the discussions and that’s a sneaky tick for the placement portfolio checklist+  @uclanot
free to continue, bear in mind that the transcript will hint at who did reach for the martinis! #OTalk

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
@clarsyarveyunt I don't think it is necessary but I think where appropriate it can be very helpful for the therapeutic relationship, help patients to see that they are not crazy
and it could happen to anyone #OTalk

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
@clarsyarveyunt @uclanot Thanks for a great #OTalk!

Jordan @TherapyAccessUK
RT @clarsyarveyunt: @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ I have been reading up a lot about trauma informed practice recently. It’s such an obvious necessity but so easily
overlooked! Trauma is an environment! #OTalk

Claire Nesham @NeshamClaire
@clarsyarveyunt #otalk I feel it has a place but should be used in a considered situation/pt appropriate way. In some settings there can be an air of caution or need to be
careful with the client. ? Setting culture or real sense issue to consider...

Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@BillWongOT Ooh, how did I not know about this? Added to my v long 'to listen' list! Thanks #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@Kelsie_Morton82 @OTalk_ @katysimpsonOT @clarsyarveyunt We've very recently covered trauma in a module and just how present it is. I was really glad to see it
brought up and encouraged in discussions #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thank you to @clarsyarveyunt for a fabulous #OTalk evening!!! Thank you for joining us, hope you will join #OTalk next week! Goodbye !!! https://t.co/2xlJ53cYom

#OTalk @OTalk_
@clarsyarveyunt @uclanot Fabulous @clarsyarveyunt thank you for a really thought provoking #OTalk !!!!

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
@clarsyarveyunt I feel I learnt more about psychosis once qualifying working in acute care on qualifying #OTalk
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Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @clarsyarveyunt Research has shown that Black service users are often prescribed medication first rather than talking therapies, and often don’t get
treated equitably in mental health services, especially re psychosis/first episode psychosis #OTalk

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @clarsyarveyunt Inappropriate or delayed interventions for psychosis in Black service users are therefore a definite barrier to occupation as a result
#OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@clarsyarveyunt @uclanot A tick for your placement portfolio and a tick for mine too! Thank you for hosting, this was a great discussion! Quickest hour ever! ,  

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Katie_Moffat @clarsyarveyunt If you are in my shoes as a TEDx organizer, you also have to consider how the audience will digest the content. #otalk

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
@clarsyarveyunt Both can be extremely debilitating and cause barriers to occupation. In my experience, I've seen this occur with negative symptoms more #OTalk

Kelsie Morton @Kelsie_Morton82
@clarsyarveyunt #OTalk Q5 would it help the person? would help the therapeutic relationship? Would it help wider society accept that you can be a professional and
have lived experience of MH if there was greater visibility, I think ultimately personal decision but why not?

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
"The Protest Psychosis: How Schizophrenia Became a Black Disease" By Jonathan M. Metzl looks like an interesting read, I’ll check it out #OTalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@clarsyarveyunt @uclanot Thanks @clarsyarveyunt amazing #OTalk.

Kelsie Morton @Kelsie_Morton82
@clarsyarveyunt Also #OTalk I follow @ahmedhankir and think his honesty promotes and grows trust and understanding for everyone reducing stigma

Jem -  @JemChanOT
I missed the #OTalk on psychosis so just wanna say its ridiculous that most people know their relapse warning signs and are ignored by healthcare until they've had a full
breakdown. People know themselves and aren't believed. Psychosis does automatically not = lack of capacity.

Carolyn OT (she/her) @CeeCeeOT
RT @JemChanOT: I missed the #OTalk on psychosis so just wanna say its ridiculous that most people know their relapse warning signs and are ignored by healthcare
until they've had a full breakdown. People know themselves and aren't believed. Psychosis does automatically not = lack of capacity.

Jem -  @JemChanOT
And calling ppl with psychosis 'detached from reality' is a top down/hierarchical judgement which reinforces the sane/mad binary. Psychosis is a reality its just not yours.
#OTalk #LateAgain

Natalie Clarke)  @n_mclarke
@clarsyarveyunt This is a tough one! I feel like as someone with my own lived experience and also 14 years of working in an EIP team, it HAS to be both, but the manner
in which the 1-1 or group work is approached/ offered is the most important- it has to be person centred #OTalk

Natalie Clarke)  @n_mclarke
@clarsyarveyunt The people we work with need to have the choice to be involved in the design, review and the evaluation of the groups we offer #OTalk

Natalie Clarke)  @n_mclarke
@clarsyarveyunt With group work there is something magic that can happen when you realise you are not alone and you are just as worthwhile and valuable as the other
amazing people you meet in that group #OTalk

Natalie Clarke)  @n_mclarke
@clarsyarveyunt For me this was a priceless, immeasurable experience. I believe those feelings of acceptance at my core were the foundation for all the other “work” I
did. But nothing clicked for me until I met others who’d had similar experiences #OTalk
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